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Overall 
There are 5 Stacks to run Cart 3. 


1. Base Stack - needed at the top of every page running Cart

2. Cart Stack - adds the view Cart button

3. Clear Stack - clears the cart cache if visited this page (good for thank you pages)

4. Product Stack - the individual products

5. Variable Stack - the individual products with variables such as colour.


Quite self-explanatory but let’s run through the setup for each and things to bear in mind. At any 
time, please consult the included demo RW project file and you can see how that page was put 
together!
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Stacks Setup 

Base Stack 
All the Cart 3 settings:


General Cart Styles 
These change the popup colours and styles of the 
Cart.


Buttons Style Settings 
 
Here you can change the colours of the Checkout 
buttons in the popup.


General Settings  
 
Terms (if set) also needs to be set for each product.  
 
The fixed quantity setting enables limited quantities 
for sale (for exclusive items). 

The total decimals setting is good for currencies like 
Yen that don't have decimal places (or large value 
amount stores).


The fixed cart height sets the cart pop up height.


And the Order to pickup setting allows you to link to 
a contact form instead of going to a checkout 
payment provider.
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Translate Strings 
These affect the language of the Cart modal pop-up. 
These can any language or vocabulary you wish. 

Stripe Settings 
- Enable Stripe and PayPal, or just PayPal or Stripe

- Apple Pay automatically appears for Safari / iPhone / 

Apple Pay enabled devices

- Currency type should be selected based on decimal    

currency like EUR or USD or non-decimal like YEN

- Currency Code should the same as the Product 

button. See here for currency code letters: https://
stripe.com/docs/currencies


- Add the Publishable + Secret Stripe keys from your 
Stripe Dashboard. These can be test keys for testing 
sites or live keys for launched sites


- Submit type influences the call to action language on 
the Stripe checkout page 


- Locale influences the language used on the Stripe 
checkout page


- You can enable Address to collect customers 
shipping and /or billing address


- Redirect Msg is the quick message printed on the 
page once a payment has been made via Stripe. It 
only appears for a few short seconds before 
redirecting to Stripe.


- Send additional Email allows you to send an 
additional email to the store owner with the order 
details. But this is just if you want to send to other 
addresses outside the Stripe account. Stripe also has 
settings to enable order notifications (see below in the manual) and those or the Stripe dashboard 
should be checked before sending out an order. This is just a secondary notification. 
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Cart Stack 
To add a View Cart button on your page:


General Settings 
- Add your PayPal ID (email address). You’ll see 

later that this will be added into the Cart Items 
Stack too. This must always be the same 
address. (This can also be the PayPal ID if you 
want to conceal your email)


- Add a call to action label and alignment


Button Style Settings 
 
Change the colours, size and shape of the 
button.


You can add as many of these buttons across your site as you wish.


 
 

Clear Stack 
Just add one of these at the bottom of the return/success page to clear the cart after checking out.
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Product Stack 

General Settings 
- Add your PayPal ID (email address or ID). This must be 

the same for every item and Cart Stack as above.

- Currency (EUR, USD, GBP, JPY..see: https://stripe.com/

docs/currencies

- Item Name (show title optional) and SKU (optional but 

recommended for Stripe to distinguish products)

- Price without currency sign. If Euro just 45.99 and the 

cart will automatically add the , later on

- Show amount in the button or not automatically 

- Discount amount (if any)

- Volume Discount amount associated with each  

additional quantity of the item

- Shipping + handling amount.  

Please note: the Cart shows the sub total (without 
shipping) as it’s handled on PayPal+Stripe side, so it’s 
best to add a note on your site on your shipping rates 
to avoid confusion.


- The cost of shipping each additional unit of this item

- The weight of the item if needed

- Return and Cancel URL should be absolute URLs so 

e.g. “https://yoursite.com/thank-you" and not just 
pages in your RapidWeaver project. This is important 
but if you don't want to use this just use your 
homepage.


- Button Call to Action text

- If item is out of stock, enable this and republish (same 

with limited Stock to increase purchases).

- Enable terms to be enabled if so in the Base Stack


Button Style Settings 

Change the colours, size and shape of the button.
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Variable Stack 
General Settings and Button Style settings are as Item Stack above.


Specific settings for this Stack:


Product Options 
Enable the Variation Title and add what it is.
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Items Variable 
- Add a new variable with the “+” blue circled button

- Then in the sidebar add the SKU and variable name

- These variables are unlimited in number and can be re-ordered anytime by drag and drop, or 

deleted.


Email Receipts  
Set the Email receipt settings in the Stripe email settings to customise these and PayPal does this 
automatically, but you can specify notifications here.


PayPal automatically sends out receipts. 


Email Notifications of orders 
  
PayPal notification settings can be changed here 
 
For Stripe you can set these emails in your Profile setting.
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Customise the Stripe checkout page 
You can customize the look and feel of the Stripe Checkout page via the Stripe Dashboard. Go to 
Branding Settings where you can:

• 	 Upload a logo or icon

• 	 Customize the accent color of the Checkout page


The rest of the itemised items, language and call to actions are set in the Base Cart settings pithing 
RapidWeaver.


Important notes regarding Stripe 

1. It's worth noting here the above options are just simple refinements and the defaults are fine 
within Stripe. There are no complex or other settings within Stripe that need setting up. All 
actions can be taken from within the Cart3 button Stacks from within RapidWeaver itself (unlike 
with Checkout Stack for example where you need to create products from within your Stripe 
dashboard). 

2. SCA (and for PayPal also) are automatically set in the Stack so no further action needed on your 
behalf for this  

3. Apple Pay is also auto set in the Stack so will appear on the Stripe checkout with no further 
action needed on your behalf  
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SSL importance 
Be sure to set the Success and Cancelled URLs to absolute URLS like: https://mysite.com/thank-
you.html or https://mysite.com/cancelled/  in the Products Stack. But these URLs have to be secure.


You must also use only SSL https:// pages for this. Otherwise they won't be processed on live sites. 
So please get an SSL certificate for your site if not already.


That’s all folks! 
Hope you like it and happy weaving!
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